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• I teach in Surrey as an Early                
Numeracy Teacher 

• Have 18 years experience in classrooms 
K - 5 

• Mom to M&M, aged 13 and 11 

• Twitter: @BarkerJbarker 

• www.meaningfulmathmoments.com 

• Email: barker_jennifer@surreyschools.ca 

• Believe Math should be meaningful, 
authentic, engaging and build 
conceptual understanding 

A little about Me…

http://www.meaningfulmathmoments.com
mailto:barker_jennifer@surreyschools.ca


Learning Intentions
• I understand what it means to be a Mathematician. 

• I understand the importance of assisting my 
students to see themselves as Mathematicians. 

• I know how to plan learning intentions that connect 
the curricular competencies to the content, 
ultimately leading to understanding the big math 
ideas. 

• I have some ideas I would like try!



60 Second Write
• What is your definition of a Mathematician? 



Let’s engage as 
Mathematicians!

• At your tables you have some 
triangles with six different piles 
of counters. 

• Each side of the triangle has a 
total of nine counters. 

• Add 1 more counter to ONE of 
the piles so that the total 
number of counters on each 
side remains 9. You are 
allowed to move the counters 
from circle to circle but not 
remove any entirely. 



What “powers” did you just use 
as a Mathematician?



Great Mathematicians are 
NOT determined by how 

many answers they know…  
but how they behave when 

they don’t know. 
- Anonymous



NUMBERS
including

FINANCIAL 
LITERACY

PATTERNS
AND RELATIONS

SPATIAL SENSE STATISTICS
AND  

PROBABILITY

How does this relate to the  
new curriculum?



Competency Driven
Herein lies the shift!



Concepts

UNDERSTAND

KN
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WD
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Big Ideas

∙ Generalizations & principles
∙ What students will understand

Content Learning 

Standards

∙ Topics
∙ What students 

will know

Curricular Competency

Learning Standards

∙ Skills, strategies & process
∙ What students 

will be able to do

No longer focussed solely on 
CONTENT



We are now placing emphasis 
on the DOING of Mathematics!
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will know

Curricular Competency

Learning Standards

∙ Skills, strategies & process
∙ What students 

will be able to do

Curricular Competencies 
(Do) The skills, strategies, 
and processes that students 
develop over time.



Competencies should be 
used every day!

• Core competencies are evident in every area of 
learning; however, they manifest themselves 
uniquely in each discipline.  

• Competencies come into play when students are 
engaged in “doing” in any area of learning.  

• This includes activities where students use 
thinking, collaboration, and communication to solve 
problems, address issues, or make decisions.



What are the Mathematical  
curricular competencies?

Thinking

Understanding

Communicating



Not to be forgotten

Attitude

Connect and 
Reflect



Powers of a Mathematician or Habits of Mind

Thinking
Attitude Understanding Reflecting 

 and  
ConnectingCommunicating



Attitude 
We want students who:

Like and enjoy 
Math

Engage

Take risks

Keep going

Give their 
best effort

Don’t give up



Build a Safe 
Community



Lessons that provided an entry 
point for all and allow each 

student to work to their potential
Learning Intentions for:

ALL

SOME

FEW



Students need to see mistakes 
as learning opportunities!

Mathematicians revise their answers 
as they get more information!



Engaging Literature



Engaging Materials



Connected to 
Students Interests



Problem:  Using Lego pieces how many different ways can you make 6?  Try to record 
your designs using pictures, numbers, and words. 

Extension:  Increase the number you ask the students to represent (e.g., 12, 24, 36)  



Real World Connections







Thinking 
We want students who can:

Make sense of a 
question

Estimate/ 
Guess

Ask themselves what they know

Look for patterns

See the question in  
their mind 
(Visualize)



Build THINKING time  
in the the lesson

Who remembers a question we did that is similar to this? 
Think - Pair - Share

Hold up one finger if you have one strategy 
you think you could use… hold up two

Close your eyes and picture the question.  
What do you see in your mind?

Show with your fingers… no call outs.  
Don’t rob your friends of thinking time!



Back to Back: Face to Face
Take time by yourself to think 

about the problem. What does 
it remind you of? What 

strategy do you think you 
could try?

Now turn and talk to your 
partner and explain what you 

are thinking. 



Access prior knowledge through quick writes!



NUMBERLESS  Problems
• Pose the problem with the numbers removed 

• Ask the students to explain the context “What is 
happening?” 

• Then ask “What do you notice?” 

• And “What do you wonder?”



Julie had some chocolate bars. 
Her brother Steve had fewer chocolate bars than Julie. 

What math do you see in this problem?

What do we know already?

Do you have any estimates?



Julie had 8 chocolate bars. 
Her brother Steve had fewer chocolate bars than Julie. 

Hmm, does this change what we know?

So what does this tell us?

How might we figure out how many chocolate bars Steve has?



Julie had 8 chocolate bars. 
Her brother Steve had 2 fewer chocolate bars than Julie. 

Hmm, does this change what we know?

So what does this tell us?

How might we figure out how many chocolate bars Steve has?





Understanding 
We want students who can:

Engage in Math

Use 
strategies 
they know

Apply more than one strategy

Solve the question

Make a plan



Provide open-ended questions 
with multiple pathways or answers 

to build students repertoire! 





Make students thinking visible







Build an anchor chart





Communicating 
We want students who can:

Show my thinking

Listen and learn from others’ ideas

Share ideas  
with others

Explain my 
strategies

• Build a model 
• Use manipulatives 
• Draw a picture 
• Act it out 
• Use my Words 
• Record using 

numbers and 
symbols

Use Math 
language



Opportunities for 
Collaboration



Many ways for students to show what they know…

Concretely

Representation (Pictorial)

Symbolically



Use the technology available 
when it makes sense







Ask effective questions!
How did you solve the problem? What did you do? 

What strategy did you use? How did your strategy work? 

What steps were involved? 

What would happen if….? 

How else might you have solved it? 

How is ____________ like or different from _________? 

Convince me! 

What does this make me think of?  

What other math can you connect this with?  





Reflecting and Connecting 
We want students who can:

Think 
metacognitively

Compare 
Strategies

Make connections among Math concepts 
and to the real world!

Listen and learn 
form others’ ideas



Structure of a lesson
• Clear learning intentions

• Thought provocation 
• Story book

• Picture

• Manipulatives

• Assign the Learning Task

• Exploration/Conferencing/Assessing

• Reflection / Sharing











Let’s try an example together!

Engaging Literature

Engaging Materials



Framing Learning Intentions:

It is important for our students 
to understand what they are 
expected to learn in kid friendly 
language!

What content does the book address? 

How will we engage our students as Mathematicians - in the 
“doing” of Mathematics?





Learning Intentions for:

ALL

SOME

FEW

I can use stuffed animals to tell 
an addition story.

I can draw a picture of an 
addition story. 

I can record an addition story 
using numbers and symbols.



Close your eyes and picture the question.  
What do you see in your mind?

Opportunities for Collaboration



Many ways for students to 
show what they know…

Concretely



Pictorially (Representation)

Teacher Scribed



Symbolically



Guiding Questions:
• Can the child decompose a number? 

• Was the child able to orally tell an addition story? 

• Could the child identify and write the number of animals on 
each truck? 

• When adding did the children find the total by counting each of 
the animals or were they able to recognize (subitize) one group 
and add on? 

• Were the children able to connect the story with a number 
sentence? Did they recognize that the scenario called for an 
addition symbol?



And one more!



Framing Learning Intentions:

It is important for our students 
to understand what they are 
expected to learn in kid friendly 
language!

What content does the book address? 

How will we engage our students as Mathematicians - in the 
“doing” of Mathematics?





Learning Intentions for:

ALL

SOME

FEW

I can make a picture using dot 
stickers and I can count and 
tell how many I used.

I can create a picture using dot 
stickers and I can count and 
record the number of stickers I 
used. 

I can make two different 
pictures to show the same 
number.  OR I can use groups 
of dots to make a picture.







Guiding Questions:
• Was the child able to represent a quantity in a 

picture? 

• Did they have one-to-one correspondence when 
counting their dot stickers? 

• Do they have cardinality? 

• Could they identify and write the corresponding 
numeral?



Let’s try some examples at 
our table groups!





Recommended Resources:


